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1.) (LAND-AIR) The only escape from the law for Crazy Joe Clayton is to jump the river  in his 1957 Chevy. The river is 25 feet 
wide. The bank that Crazy Joe will drive horizontally off of is 5.0ft high.  Joe starts up his Chevy and accelerates it at 12ft/s/s 
for 150ft before he hits the edge of the river bank.  How many feet does he clear the river assuming the opposite bank is 6 
inches above the water line?
Required Labeled Drawing: land part air part

x y

2.) (TYPE 2A) A long jumper leaves the ground at an angle of 20° to the horizontal and at a speed of 9.0m/s. 
Required Labeled Drawing:       a.) How many meters does he jump?    b.)  What is the maximum height that he jumped?

3.) (TYPE 2A) A punter kicks a football at an angle of 40° with 
the horizontal at an initial speed of 60ft/s.  The punter is 
standing on his own 15 yard line.  Determine on what yard 
line that a return man should position himself. 
Required Labeled Drawing:

4.) (TYPE 2A) A modern day tank can fire a shell with a muzzle 
velocity of 1700m/s.  What would be the maximum range of 
this gun ignoring air drag? HINT:  At what angle would the 
gun have to be fired to acheive the maximum angle? 
Required Labeled Drawing:

Assume air drag is minimal in all these Projectile Motion problems.

5.) Derive the 
convenient, but 
very dangerous 
Range Equation:



6.) (TYPE 2B) Joe Dynamo disarms an ISIS operative and throws his IED with a velocity of 15m/sec at an angle of 30° above 
the horizontal off the roof of the US Embassy in Turkey.  How many meters into the parking lot 10m below will the IED hit?
Required Labeled Drawing:     

7.) (TYPE 2B) Slappy the Clown is forced to replace the sick circus daredevil.  He is shot out of a cannon at 40° above the 
horizontal with an initial speed of 68ft/sec.  A small net is located 200. ft  horizontal from the muzzle of the cannon.  At what 
height above the cannon barrel should the center of the small net be placed in order to safely catch him?  
Required Labeled Drawing:     

8.) (TYPE 2B) A baseball is thrown at an angle of 50° above the horizontal and a speed of 30m/s.  How long will it take the ball 
to reach a height above the player of 12m.  You should get TWO answers here.
Required Labeled Drawing:     

9.) (LAND-AIR) Crazy Joe Clayton parks his 57 Chevy close to a cliff overlooking the ocean.  The land leading up tot he cliff is 
on an incline that makes an angle of 37° BELOW the horizontal.  Joe runs to meet his sweetheart/cousin Thelma, but leaves 
the Chevy in neutral.  The car begins to roll down the incline with a constant acceleration of 12 ft/sec/sec and travels 150.0 ft 
to the edge of the cliff.  The cliff's edge is 90.0ft above the ocean. 
Required Labeled Drawing:     

(TYPE 2B EXTRA CREDIT) Answer this on a separate piece of paper.  A baseball is hit in such a way that the ball just clears a wall 
3.0m tall 130.0m from home plate.  The ball leaves the bat at an angle of 35° to the horizontal and 1.0m above the ground.  
Find the ball's initial velocity.    

a.) Find the time the car is in the air. 

b.) Find the position of Joe's car relative to the base   
     of the cliff when it lands in the ocean. 


